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ABSTRACT

To investigate how molecular clouds react to different environmental conditions at a galactic scale, we present a catalogue of
giant molecular clouds (GMCs) resolved down to masses of ∼10 M from a simulation of the entire disc of an interacting
M51-like galaxy and a comparable isolated galaxy. Our model includes time-dependent gas chemistry, sink particles for star
formation, and supernova feedback, meaning we are not reliant on star formation recipes based on threshold densities and can
follow the physics of the cold molecular phase. We extract GMCs from the simulations and analyse their properties. In the
disc of our simulated galaxies, spiral arms seem to act merely as snowplows, gathering gas, and clouds without dramatically
affecting their properties. In the centre of the galaxy, on the other hand, environmental conditions lead to larger, more massive
clouds. While the galaxy interaction has little effect on cloud masses and sizes, it does promote the formation of counter-rotating
clouds. We find that the identified clouds seem to be largely gravitationally unbound at first glance, but a closer analysis of the
hierarchical structure of the molecular interstellar medium shows that there is a large range of virial parameters with a smooth
transition from unbound to mostly bound for the densest structures. The common observation that clouds appear to be virialized
entities may therefore be due to CO bright emission highlighting a specific level in this hierarchical binding sequence. The small
fraction of gravitationally bound structures found suggests that low galactic star formation efficiencies may be set by the process
of cloud formation and initial collapse.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Understanding the formation and dynamical evolution of the molecular phase in the interstellar medium (ISM) of galaxies is of fundamental importance for the study of star formation and galactic evolution,
since it is within this phase that essentially all star formation occurs.
Cooling in the molecular phase is efficient, and so it has low
temperatures (T < 100 K), and consequently a high-density and low
volume-filling factor. A substantial fraction of the cold molecular
phase is associated with giant molecular clouds (GMCs), as seen
in CO observations of our own Galaxy and others. The dynamical
state of the molecular phase is still far from fully understood and, in
particular, a comprehensive picture of GMCs in a galactic context is
missing. The nature of the dynamical processes that shape the ISM
can be revealed by a statistical analysis of star-forming molecular
gas; the study of GMC properties and their connection with the local
galactic environment therefore remains an active research topic.
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A major point of debate is centred on the dynamical state of
GMCs. It is still discussed whether they are in (or close to) virial
equilibrium, or whether they are freely collapsing gravitationally
bound objects instead. If they are merely emergent structures in the
ISM turbulent cascade, on the other hand, their properties would
be set by the Mach number rather than a requirement of virial
equilibrium (e.g Krumholz & McKee 2005; Hennebelle & Chabrier
2011; Padoan & Nordlund 2011; Federrath & Klessen 2012; Burkhart
2018). Furthermore, the importance of environmental conditions for
their dynamical state remains a central question. Empirical scaling
relations of GMC properties have given us important hints in this
regard, but their interpretation can be affected by observational biases
(Ballesteros-Paredes & Mac Low 2002).
Three important scaling relations were first described by Larson
(1981): First, a power-law relation between the velocity dispersion
σ (as measured from the linewidth) and the size R of a CO-emitting
region; second, an almost one-to-one relation between the observed
masses and inferred virial masses of GMCs; and, third, a constant
mass surface density of the analysed clouds.
The validity of these scaling relations has been challenged both
in the local environment and in extragalactic targets with different
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σ/R 1/2 ∝  1/2 .

(1)

While the dependence on  is generally acknowledged, GMCs
seem to lie above the line predicted for clouds in self-gravitating
virial equilibrium. Clouds in free-fall collapse naturally develop
velocity dispersions that are close to, but slightly larger than, the
viral equilibrium values (Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2011), and these
velocities have the same functional dependence on . Therefore,
while clouds internal motions are normally assumed to oppose
gravitational collapse, this interpretation is not unique, as inward
collapse motions give a similar signature. The set of molecular clouds
formed in the self-gravitating MHD simulations of Ibáñez-Mejı́a
et al. (2016), for instance, are mainly gravitationally bound but still
recover the observed velocity dispersion relations.
We also have to consider that GMCs are not isolated objects,
and their environment could play an important role in confining the
clouds. The tendency of observed clouds to be mainly gravitationally
unbound when a virial analysis is performed could be explained by an
external pressure confining force which, when considered, retrieves
virial stability (Field, Blackman & Keto 2011; Duarte-Cabral &
Dobbs 2017). This would give the size-linewidth scaling relation an
additional dependency on external pressure and prove the importance
of galactic environment for GMC dynamics.
But again, it is not obvious that virialized structures should be
expected from a turbulent gas flow. For instance, the energies of
colliding streams that generate molecular structures (BallesterosParedes, Hartmann & Vázquez-Semadeni 1999) may be unrelated
to the gravitational energy of the gas involved, since the former
will be driven by external galactic phenomena. However, given the
short dynamical times of the ISM these structures could virialize
quickly. Moreover, the energies within the turbulent cascade are not
completely unrelated to the mass of GMCs but to some extent coupled
through feedback processes.
Conditions leading to cloud formation could, in general, promote
structures that are preferentially gravitationally unbound (Dobbs,
Burkert & Pringle 2011). This could justify the low star formation
efficiency of the dense ISM (Kauffmann, Pillai & Goldsmith 2013)
without having to invoke internal feedback processes to disperse the
cloud (e.g. Federrath 2015).
The universality of GMC properties and their environmental
dependence is crucial to resolve these controversies and to under-

stand the dynamics regulating the molecular gas. Retrieving cloud
statistics for extragalactic sources is technically challenging, but now
achievable in the ALMA era. The first Larson relation in its original
form is retrieved in NGC 300 (Faesi, Lada & Forbrich 2018), but in
the case of M51, no or only a weak size-linewidth correlation was
found with large scatter (Colombo et al. 2014). Hughes et al. (2013)
also find differences in cloud properties among M33, M51, and the
LMC. These studies suggest that GMC properties are unlikely to
be universal, and must hide a more complex dependence on other
factors.
In the case of the Milky Way, we now have a set of excellent
molecular gas tracer surveys (e.g. COHRS, Dempsey, Thomas &
Currie 2013; SEDIGISM, Schuller et al. 2017; CHIMPS, Rigby
et al. 2019) but no agreement is reached for the first Larson and
the Heyer relation. The trends are observed, but the scatter is large,
and different surveys reach different conclusions for the exponents.
Within the disc, no strong variations of GMC properties in relation
to the position in the disc are observed (Duarte-Cabral et al. 2020).
In external galaxies, on the other hand, there can be significant
differences depending on the positions of the clouds. Braine et al.
(2018) find a radial dependence of properties in M33, confirmed by
dedicated simulations (Dobbs et al. 2019), and link the variation to
global galactic properties such as mass surface density rather than to
local feedback processes. In contrast, differences found between arm
and interarm clouds in M51 are often attributed to stellar feedback
and the presence of galactic spirals (Colombo et al. 2014). The centres
of galaxies seem to be a particularly interesting location for cloud
dynamics.
Sun et al. (2020) find that in 70 nearby galaxies the GMCs in
the central regions (and in particular in barred galaxies) have higher
velocity dispersion. They also see a moderate difference in surface
density, velocity dispersion, turbulent pressure and virial parameters
between arm and interarm clouds, but the scatter is large. In our
own Galaxy, clouds in the centre seem to exhibit larger linewidths
suggesting larger turbulent driving which Shetty et al. (2012) suggest
could be due to larger star formation, environmental densities and
pressures with respect to the local ISM.
Interactions and galaxy mergers could also potentially affect the
properties of the cold molecular gas. Pettitt et al. (2018) find that
clouds in a simulated interacting galaxy are generally more massive
and have higher velocity dispersion than in an isolated one. As the
tidal interaction induces the formation of spiral arms, the smaller
clumps seen in the isolated disc cluster when they enter the arm to
form larger mainly unbound clouds.
One major barrier to disentangling the contrasting results of
different GMC studies is the definition of a GMC itself. Thanks
to the self-shielding property of H2 , the molecular phase of the ISM
organizes itself into structures with relatively sharp boundaries in
terms of density, temperature, and chemical state. This has led many
authors to study the molecular ISM in terms of distinct clouds. Of
course, this is an oversimplification, and the real molecular phase
exhibits a rich and complex morphology as the GMCs interact,
merge, aggregate, and dissipate.
Nevertheless, it remains useful to be able to partition the molecular phase into discrete structures. Many different segmentation
schemes have been developed, each having their own strengths and
weaknesses (e.g. Stutzki & Güsten 1990; Williams, Blitz & Stark
1995; Rosolowsky & Leroy 2006). One must bear in mind that the
definition of such structures cannot be unique and universal due to
the complexity of the molecular ISM. Defining cloud boundaries
can vary with the algorithmic approach used and can be artificial
when trying to examine the global structure of the molecular phase.
MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)
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environmental conditions. Most observations do find a correlation
between the size and the linewidth, but there seems to be no
agreement for the power-law exponent and all observations find large
uncertainties in the slope (Duarte-Cabral et al. 2020; Imara et al.
2020). Moreover, the third Larson relation is likely to be an artefact
produced by the limited dynamical range of early observations of
column density, and the sample of observed clouds being located
in similar environmental conditions. Several studies have indeed
confirmed that surface densities of GMCs can span over two orders
of magnitude (Heyer et al. 2009; Hughes et al. 2010, 2013; Leroy
et al. 2015; Duarte-Cabral et al. 2020) though other surveys still find
confirmation of the third Larson relation (Lombardi, Alves & Lada
2010).
If we assume that GMCs are virialized objects (i.e. that the second
Larson relation holds), then the first Larson relation σ ∝ R1/2 naturally
follows, which implies that the first two Larson relations are in fact
not independent. However, if we acknowledge that the mass surface
density varies among GMCs, then the constant of proportionality of
the linewidth−size relation has a dependency on the surface density
. This correction to the first Larson law is summarized in the Heyer
(2009) relation
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2 METHODS
2.1 Setup and simulations
An in-depth description of the setup and the simulation details can
be found in Tress et al. (2020a). Here, we briefly summarize the most
important features which are relevant for a clear and self-contained
understanding of this manuscript.
The simulations were performed in order to study how the dense
molecular phase of the ISM responds to galactic-scale events such as
a galaxy interaction. We took the M51 galaxy system as a template
and our initial conditions were chosen so that at the end of the
simulations we roughly reproduce the properties of this interacting
galaxy. The model of the main galaxy comprises a dark matter halo, a
stellar bulge and disc, and a gaseous disc. All these components and
their mutual gravitational interactions are self-consistently evolved
by the code throughout the simulation. The companion galaxy, on the
other hand, is represented by a single massive collisionless particle.
We use the AREPO code (Springel 2010) to evolve the system
in time, finding gravitational forces by solving the Poisson equation
and, for the gas, solving the unmagnetized, hydrodynamic equations,
including the energy equation. We include the major physical ingredients thought responsible for shaping and controlling the life-cycle of
GMCs. In particular, we include a non-equilibrium chemical network
which is able to trace the hydrogen chemistry as well as a simple
treatment for the formation and destruction of CO (Glover & Clark
2012). To do so, we require information about the local non-ionizing
MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)

UV interstellar radiation field that can photodissociate H2 and CO.
We assume a constant background radiation field and estimate the
local shielding by computing for each cell the foreground column
densities of the gas with the TREECOL algorithm (Clark, Glover &
Klessen 2012). Radiative and chemical heating and cooling of the
gas is followed as described in Clark et al. (2019).
Jeans unstable regions inside GMCs will gravitationally collapse
leading to star formation. We abstract the late stages of collapse by
employing accreting sink particles that are described in detail in Tress
et al. (2020a). Briefly, on each hydrodynamical time-step, we flag as
candidates for sink particle formation all active cells1 that are above
a pre-chosen density threshold, taken in these simulations to be ρ th =
10−21 g cm−3 . In order to actually form a sink, however, the candidate
cells must pass a series of additional checks: they must be at a local
minimum in the gravitational potential, the gas surrounding them
must be gravitationally bound and converging, and they must not
lie within the accretion radius of an existing sink particle. Cells that
pass all of these checks are converted to collisionless sink particles
with the same mass and momentum. Cells that have densities ρ >
ρ th but that lie within the accretion radius of an existing sink particle
cannot form new sink particles. Instead, we check to see whether
the gas in the cell is gravitationally bound to the sink. If it is, we
remove enough mass from the cell to reduce its density to ρ th and
add this mass to the sink. Cells that lie within the accretion radius
of multiple sinks give their gas to the sink to which they are most
strongly bound. In the simulations analyzed in this paper, we adopt
a sink accretion radius racc = 2.5 pc and use the same value for the
gravitational softening length of the sink. The gravitational softening
length of the gas cells is adjusted adaptively as described in Springel
(2010) so that it always roughly matches the cell size.
We assume that 5 per cent of the accreted gas is converted into
stars. This mass is then used to populate a Kroupa initial mass
function (Kroupa 2001) using the method described in Sormani
et al. (2017). Based on the number of massive stars formed, we can
attribute feedback coming from the sink particle, which represents a
small young stellar cluster. We consider only SN feedback, neglecting
ionization, stellar winds, or protostellar jets. At the end of the lifetime
of each massive star, we create an SN event around the sink. This
injects energy as well as returning the part of the sink mass that was
not involved in the SF back into the ISM.
In terms of resolution, we set a base mass for the gas cells of
300 M but require that the Jeans length is always resolved by a
minimum of four cells. This means that a cell will be refined if it
has a mass greater than twice its base mass, or if the Jeans length
is smaller than four times the cell diameter, whichever condition is
more stringent. This grants us sub-parsec resolution inside of the
GMCs and highest mass resolutions of about 10 M (see fig. 3 of
Tress et al. 2020a).
The same physical setup, but with a sink particle formation density
threshold of ρ th = 10−20 g cm−3 was successfully used in Tress et al.
(2020b) and Sormani et al. (2020) to study gas dynamics and star
formation in the Central Molecular Zone of our Galaxy.
Along with the interacting M51-like galaxy, we also performed a
simulation of the system in isolation. The same simulation was used
to address the effect of the galactic encounter on the ISM properties
by Tress et al. (2020a).

1 By

default, AREPO uses a hierarchical time-stepping scheme and so only a
subset of cells are updated on any given time-step. Cells that are updated on
the current time-step are termed active cells.
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Scaling relations such as the first Larson relation in its original form
are scale-invariant and as such less sensitive to cloud definition. But
properties like the cloud mass or virial parameter strongly depend
on the cloud definition, which could produce artefacts and spurious
results. Even with a consistent use of a specific cloud identification
method, bias could arise in different ways, for example, because
of different environmental conditions. These could lead to crowding,
which is a difficult problem for any segmentation method. Moreover,
resolution is key for these schemes and different beam sizes would
lead to different structure identifications.
This problem is acknowledged in the literature, and we argue that
despite the usefulness of defining discrete objects, these studies need
to be augmented with a more general method, such as an analysis
of the hierarchical structure of the ISM that describes molecular gas
properties as a function of iso-(column)density levels (as suggested
for instance by Hughes et al. 2013). This would not put particular
emphasis on special scales and be less dependent on resolution and
environmental conditions. Together with a cloud finding method, this
would give the most descriptive view of the molecular phase.
In this work, we aim to improve our general comprehension
of GMCs by performing simulations of the molecular gas in an
interacting M51-like galaxy and studying cloud statistics. We identify
and study individual clouds but we also use a dendrogram analysis
(Rosolowsky et al. 2008; Goodman et al. 2009; Colombo et al. 2015)
to identify structure at all levels. We focus in particular on the
variation of cloud population properties in different environments
and on the comparison of an interacting to an isolated galaxy. In
Section 2, we summarize the galaxy models we use from Tress
et al. (2020a) and describe the dendrogram analysis and how we
identify clouds. In Section 3, we present the derived properties of our
identified structures. We further discuss their dependence on galactic
location and environment in Section 4, discuss the implications of
missing physics in our simulations in Section 5 and we summarize
and conclude in Section 6.
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2.2 Cloud identification
To identify clouds in our simulations, we make use of the
dendrogram-based scheme SCIMES (Colombo et al. 2015). In its
most general form, a dendrogram is a tree diagram indicating the
hierarchical relationship between objects. Dendrograms are used in
many different fields of science, with their use in astronomy being
popularized by Rosolowsky et al. (2008) and Goodman et al. (2009).
Here, we use them to represent the relationship between different
isodensity contours in the molecular ISM. Local density maxima
are identified as the leaves of the dendrogram (i.e. structures at the
top of the tree that enclose no further substructures). Isodensity
contours corresponding to lower density values enclose multiple
leaves and are called branches of the dendrogram. To construct
our dendrogram, we use a set of H2 isodensity contours that starts
at a minimum density of nH2 ,min = 1 cm−3 and that has a spacing
of nH2 = 5 cm−3 between contours. An example of the resulting
dendrogram decomposition of a small sub-region of the simulation
is shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 1.
Given the dendrogram decomposition of the H2 density field, we
then use the SCIMES algorithm to segment it into a set of discrete
structures. SCIMES is a spectral clustering technique that groups the
leaves of the dendrogram into clusters according to their similarity,
as assessed by a set of usersupplied similarity criteria. In this case,
we use the volume and the mass of structures in the dendrogram as
input properties for SCIMES. This means that in general if there is an
abrupt change in mass and volume while walking the dendrogram,
the code will identify this location in the graph as the point at which
to perform the segmentation.
In the dendrogram shown in Fig. 1, the different clusters identified
by SCIMES are highlighted with different colours. We identify each
of these clusters as a distinct molecular cloud. The locations of these
clouds in the x–y plane are shown in the middle panel of Fig. 1,
overlaid on a projection of the H2 column density in this sub-region
of the galaxy. We see that the clouds identified by SCIMES correspond
to regions with high H2 column densities, as one would expect. In
addition, we also see that there is a spatially extended distribution
of low-column density H2 surrounding many of the clouds that is
not associated by SCIMES with a particular molecular cloud. This
mostly corresponds to cold, neutral atomic gas with a low but nonzero H2 fraction. These envelopes surrounding GMCs were identified

as being largely CO dark in analogous high-resolution simulations
(Smith et al. 2014).
We tried to vary the parameters for the dendrogram construction
and for SCIMES in a given region of the simulated galaxy to test
the sensitivity of the cloud properties against the choice of those
parameters. We found that the structures identified and their mass
distribution is relatively insensitive to small variations of the density
spacing between contours for the dendrogram construction around
our chosen value of nH2 = 5 cm−3 . If instead the spacing increases
too much, the algorithm has a tendency to merge structures which
were identified as separate with a finer spacing. Small variations in the
minimum density generally have a small impact on the mass of some
identified clouds as the algorithm is prone to include (or exclude)
lower density contours. By adopting a too small minimum density,
however, the algorithm will sometimes fail to properly segment
clouds in the spiral arm and identify the entire arm as a single cloud.
We found that a change in the properties used by SCIMES to assess
similarity of dendrogram branches (using only volume, or only mass)
can result in a great difference in structures identified, but a visual
inspection of the clouds found suggests that a combination of mass
and volume comes closest to how a user would proceed with the
segmentation by hand. We notice that the definition of clouds is used
in this work only in relative terms, and as long as the definition
is consistently used throughout the domain, a comparison of cloud
properties between regions is justified. Caution is instead advised
when comparing the results from studies that used different criteria
(parameters) in their cloud identification.
One complication in our cloud identification method is that
both SCIMES and the software used to construct the dendrogram
(ASTRODENDRO) are only able to operate using isodensity contours
defined on a regular grid. We therefore have to regrid the AREPO
output, which is defined on an unstructured Voronoi mesh, on to
a regular 3D Cartesian mesh. In order to retain all of the details
of the simulation in the high-density gas, the grid size needs to be
smaller than the smallest native resolution. Since the smallest cells
have sizes below 0.1 pc (see Tress et al. 2020a, fig. 3), this proved
to be computationally impractical owing to the extremely large size
of the resulting grid. We therefore compromised by using a grid cell
size of 0.5 pc, which is small enough to capture the structure of the
molecular clouds, while requiring more than an order of magnitude
less memory than a 0.1 pc grid. In addition, rather than representing
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Figure 1. A region of the simulations in which we applied the cloud-finding method. In the left-hand panel, we show the selected region (red rectangle) in the
larger galactic context. The region of the left-hand panel is shown in reference to the whole galaxy in the small box on the top left-hand corner of the left-hand
panel. The dendrogram decomposition of this region is shown in the right-hand panel. SCIMES then performs the segmentation and each different structure found
is highlighted with a different colour. The location of these structures in the region studied is shown in the middle panel.
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the entire galaxy using a single grid, we instead sub-divided it into
a series of (500 pc)3 regions which could then be processed serially
using SCIMES. In order to avoid missing clouds located close to the
boundary of a region, we overlapped each region by 125 pc with each
of its neighbouring regions. For each region, we only retain clouds
with centre of mass within the original (500 pc)3 box. In this way,
we avoid double counting.
We store the total density, H2 density, and the velocity of the grid
points associated with each cloud found with this method. We also
determine and save the following properties: cloud ID, total gas mass,
volume, mass of gas in any sink particles contained within the cloud,
virial parameter, position and velocity of the centre of mass, velocity
dispersion, velocity dispersion arising from rotation, specific angular
momentum, and angular velocity. For a definition of these quantities,
see the relevant sections.
Molecular hydrogen is typically undetectable in real galaxies, with
CO emission being the most widely used observational proxy for
it. However, we do not use CO to identify our clouds and instead
rely on the actual H2 densities. There are two main reasons for
this choice. First, although our resolution is extremely high by the
standards of galactic-scale simulations, it is still not high enough
to yield numerically converged values for the CO distribution. At
typical GMC densities, most of the cells in the simulation have sizes
of ∼0.5 pc or larger, roughly an order of magnitude larger than
the value of ∼0.05 pc that Joshi et al. (2019) find is necessary to
obtain fully converged values for the CO distribution in simulations
of turbulent molecular clouds. Second, our primary interest in this

MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)

study is the morphology and dynamics of the entire molecular phase,
i.e. all of the gas located in H2 dominated regions, rather than just
the subset of it which is rich in CO. In future work, we intend to
compare the properties of clouds identified using CO emission with
the properties of clouds identified using H2 densities. However, this
lies outside of the scope of our current study.
We also do not convolve the cubes with a Gaussian beam but
instead use the native resolution to find structures. This limits any
direct comparison to observations but gives us insight into the actual
properties of the molecular gas.
2.3 Cloud catalogue
We compiled a cloud catalogue for the interacting simulation at t =
217 Myr. The choice of this snapshot was rather arbitrary, but we
also took samples of clouds at different times in the simulation and
we do not find substantial difference in our results (see Appendix A).
To see what the role of the galaxy interaction is in determining cloud
properties, we also performed the cloud search algorithm on the same
galaxy in isolation at the same simulation time.
Fig. 2 shows the positions of all clouds identified by our algorithm
in the interacting galaxy while Fig. 3 shows the isolated case. A
total of 3309 and 3099 clouds were identified in the interacting and
isolated galaxy, respectively. We summarize the global properties of
the cloud population for the interacting simulation in Table 1.
Based on their positions, the clouds in the interacting simulation
were assigned either to the spiral arms, to the interarm regions, or
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Figure 2. Positions of all the clouds found by the algorithm. The colour and the size of each marker is logarithmically related to the mass of the cloud. We also
show the background H I column density (grey-scale colour map). On the top left-hand insert, we show the molecular hydrogen column density map. Clouds
can be associated with spiral arms, (dark blue shaded region), with the interarm region (unshaded region) or with the nucleus (red shaded region).
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3 C L O U D P RO P E RT I E S
3.1 Masses

Table 1. Average and median properties of the cloud population of the
interacting simulation at t = 217 Myr.
Mass (M )
Average
Median

6.45 × 104
1.99 × 104

Size (pc) σ 1D (km s−1 )
17.4
16.0

5.09
2.56

α vir

j (km s−1 pc)

22.1
6.46

1.13 × 102
27.7

to the centre. The centre is defined as the area with R < 1.3 kpc. To
define the spiral arm region we perform a Fourier transformation on
the H2 column density in different radial bins. A similar method was
used by Pettitt et al. (2020) where only the m = 2 mode was retained
to determine the position of the arms. Due to the more complex
structure of the spirals here, we retain also higher harmonics in order
to be able to better trace the density peaks. The m = 2 mode is
dominant in the outer parts of the disc but some radial bins exhibit
a multi-arm structure. For these bins, we then only consider the
continuation of the two-armed spiral pattern from the outer disc.
Clouds are then assigned to the spiral arms if they lie within 500 pc
of this spiral arm spine (blue-shaded region of Fig. 2). The largest
agglomeration of molecular gas in the interarm region (around (− 6,
−8) kpc in Fig. 2) could be interpreted as an additional arm, but has
no counterpart in the stellar component. It is rather an overdensity
detaching from the spiral arm where the gas accumulated a few tens
of megayears earlier, so we attribute it to the interarm region.
The total gas mass in molecular clouds in the interacting galaxy
is Mtot = 2.1 × 108 M and the GMCs contain a total of MH2 ,tot =
9.9 × 107 M of molecular hydrogen, not counting the mass trapped
in sink particles. A total H2 gas mass of 4.3 × 107 M was not
attributed to any GMC by the algorithm.
In Table 2, we show the properties of a sub-sample of the clouds
identified and in Fig. 4 some examples of the clouds at different
locations in the interacting galaxy, as well as the position of the sink
particles associated with the clouds. Even though we are far from
resolving GMCs down to core scales, our resolution is high enough
to show the complex and filamentary substructure of the clouds. A
typical cloud of mass 2 × 104 M is resolved by  103 AREPO
cells, we therefore believe that a detailed study of their properties is
appropriate and gives us important insight to their dynamics.

3.2 Sizes
The effective radius of a specific cloud is computed by assuming the
cloud to be spherical:

1/3
3
Vcloud
,
(2)
Rcloud =
4π
where Vcloud is the total volume of the cloud. This is of course
an oversimplification and in many instances might not represent
the actual extension of the cloud, as GMCs can be represented
by extremely elongated filaments or might contain holes in their
distribution. None the less, this simple definition is useful to detect
correlations given a statistically large sample of clouds.
From Fig. 5, we see that the effective radius of our cloud population
peaks at ∼20 pc. There is no evident difference in size of clouds
in the arm and clouds of the interarm region while GMCs in the
nucleus clearly seem to belong to a different population. Here the
large shearing forces are able to considerably stretch the clouds, thus
producing a population whose clouds are generally a bit bigger. This
would produce an imprint on shapes of clouds and we would expect
larger aspect ratios of nuclear GMCs. On the other hand shear would
be expected to efficiently disrupt large clouds, and we plan therefore
to revisit the geometry of structures in an upcoming work to then tie
it to the local shear and test these possibilities. We will see in the
MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)
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Figure 3. Same as Fig. 2 but for the isolated galaxy.

In Fig. 5, we show the mass distribution of the clouds. To ensure that
our analysis only considers well-resolved clouds, we exclude clouds
found by SCIMES with masses lower than 103 M . The native mass
resolution of the simulation at GMC densities is around 10 M , so
all of the clouds identified that we keep for our analysis are resolved
with around 100 or more AREPO resolution elements and the bulk of
GMCs with more than 103 .
The most massive clouds found at this resolution have a mass
of  106.5 M . This is considerably lower than the most massive
structures identified by Colombo et al. (2014) from CO observations
of the M51 system whose clouds reach masses up to 107.5 M . Our
resolution is relatively high compared to their beam-size and the
cloud finding algorithm is therefore able to pick out and segment
smaller structures.
The mass distribution in Fig. 5 peaks at around 104 M . This
is a regime where the GMCs in our simulation are reasonably
well resolved, so this peak is of considerable interest and may be
an emerging property for simulations of clouds given the physics
included in these models. However, the cloud-finding algorithm
could potentially introduce bias here.
In Fig. 2, we show the positions of the clouds coloured by their
mass. Figs 2 and 5 show no evident difference between the cloud
distribution of the arm and interarm regions. Clouds in the nucleus,
however, are generally more massive and have a shallower mass
distribution than the rest of the galaxy. Even the isolated galaxy
exhibits a cloud population that appears indistinguishable from the
interacting one.
The absolute values of these distribution functions have to be
viewed with some caution, as a considerable amount of gas could
be trapped in sink particles. This is not included when computing
the mass of GMCs as this would imply strong sub-grid assumptions
on the thermodynamic and chemical state of this gas. The mass
distribution is therefore most useful in relative terms, for comparing
clouds in different regions within this framework.
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(M )
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7.0
2.0
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21.2
10.0
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5.1
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α vir
(− 5.990, −8.738, 6.850)
(− 4.861, −11.306, 6.851)
(− 5.666, 1.382, 7.330)
(− 3.711, −9.993, 6.880)
(− 8.100, −9.641, 6.803)
(− 6.331, 0.895, 7.386)
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(− 8.447, −9.545, 6.876)
(− 4.724, −11.095, 6.835)
(− 4.326, −7.866, 6.956)
(− 6.701, −6.396, 6.848)
(− 5.602, −3.857, 7.127)
(− 3.099, −5.857, 7.140)
(− 5.188, −10.636, 6.648)
(− 6.681, −3.248, 7.046)
(− 13.100, −10.330, 6.136)
(− 17.271, −2.892, 4.895)
(− 1.714, −8.157, 7.040)
(− 6.491, −12.081, 6.616)

(x, y, z)
(kpc)
(196.1, −140.8, 73.3)
(218.8, 9.4, 78.8)
(− 179.8, −128.6, 52.4)
(207.1, 47.1, 100.7)
(141.3, −197.2, 68.5)
(− 172.6, −159.1, 52.5)
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(− 193.2, −46.5, 63.6)
(− 83.3, −274.9, 72.2)
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(− 22.2, 153.3, 82.4)
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(130.8, −228.7, 76.5)
(193.0, 22.8, 52.4)
(238.8, −38.9, 62.5)
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(− 46.7, −207.7, 59.6)
(52.8, 93.2, 83.5)
(210.2, 55.8, 126.1)
(− 54.0, −212.0, 51.7)
(113.5, −234.8, 96.2)
(− 49.6, −232.1, 80.4)
(165.5, 183.2, 87.0)
(196.4, −60.3, 74.6)

(v x , v y , v z )
(km s−1 )
(3.2, 4.3, 3.1)
(3.8, 3.3, 3.3)
(1.9, 3.3, 3.0)
(10.0, 10.5, 6.3)
(2.7, 3.7, 3.1)
(2.8, 2.2, 1.6)
(0.5, 0.8, 1.2)
(3.9, 4.9, 4.7)
(2.9, 2.9, 3.3)
(1.0, 0.7, 1.0)
(1.1, 0.9, 2.4)
(6.2, 5.4, 2.4)
(0.7, 1.0, 1.1)
(3.3, 4.5, 2.5)
(1.9, 2.6, 0.8)
(1.6, 2.6, 1.0)
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(1.4, 1.6, 2.7)
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(2.1, 1.7, 2.9)
(1.1, 1.0, 0.8)
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(1.3, 1.6, 1.5)
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(4.6, 4.0, 2.3)
(4.8, 1.5, 0.8)
(2.3, 6.2, 1.7)
(4.4, 5.4, 4.9)
(4.9, 1.4, 3.9)
(2.8, 2.4, 1.4)
(3.0, 1.7, 2.4)
(1.1, 5.1, 1.0)

(σ x , σ y , σ z )
(km s−1 )
(0.8, 0.4, 1.8)
(1.2, 1.3, 2.1)
(1.2, 0.1, 1.3)
(5.8, 6.5, 2.0)
(0.7, 0.9, 3.3)
(1.6, 0.9, 1.0)
(0.1, 0.3, 0.3)
(2.4, 2.6, 1.8)
(0.9, 0.7, 1.3)
(0.4, 0.3, 0.1)
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(0.1, 0.3, 0.2)
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(0.4, 0.3, 0.2)
(0.1, 0.1, 0.1)
(0.7, 0.2, 2.3)
(1.7, 0.8, 0.5)
(1.4, 1.5, 1.5)
(0.3, 3.6, 1.3)
(1.2, 0.7, 0.5)
(0.3, 1.9, 1.1)
(0.1, 0.4, 0.4)
(1.1, 1.2, 0.9)
(0.7, 0.2, 2.3)
(1.1, 0.3, 0.6)
(0.3, 0.2, 0.5)
(0.8, 2.2, 1.6)
(0.9, 0.7, 1.0)
(0.4, 0.3, 0.2)
(3.6, 1.0, 3.0)
(5.6, 12.7, 2.2)
(2.3, 1.1, 0.6)
(0.4, 0.7, 0.3)
(2.2, 2.5, 0.4)
(1.2, 1.7, 1.3)
(2.9, 1.4, 2.4)
(0.9, 1.0, 0.4)
(1.4, 0.7, 1.3)
(1.8, 3.6, 1.0)

(σ rot, x , σ rot, y , σ rot, z )
(km s−1 )


(Myr−1 )
2.9 × 10−1
4.7 × 10−1
5.0 × 10−1
1.7 × 10−1
2.2 × 10−1
7.8 × 10−1
8.7 × 10−1
1.3 × 10−1
3.6 × 10−1
1.4 × 100
4.8 × 10−1
8.1 × 10−1
9.5 × 10−1
4.4 × 10−1
6.6 × 10−1
1.6 × 100
3.6 × 10−1
6.6 × 10−1
2.3 × 10−1
7.5 × 10−1
8.0 × 10−1
1.3 × 10−1
7.8 × 10−1
3.2 × 10−1
3.6 × 10−1
5.7 × 10−1
8.7 × 10−1
2.2 × 10−1
6.0 × 10−1
1.1 × 100
1.8 × 10−2
5.9 × 10−1
5.3 × 10−1
6.7 × 10−1
2.3 × 10−1
5.7 × 10−1
1.3 × 10−1
3.5 × 10−1
4.5 × 10−1
1.4 × 10−1

(jx , jy , jz )
(km s−1 pc)
(− 23.4, 1.3, −8.8)
(− 34.8, 23.6, 47.2)
(10.9, 24.6, 11.9)
(− 101.5, 20.2, 193.7)
(115.9, −70.9, 6.2)
(− 11.6, 37.6, −49.2)
(− 2.2, −1.7, 2.0)
(− 9.8, 15.0, 33.5)
(− 10.3, 14.1, 0.7)
(0.2, 2.3, −7.4)
(6.7, 14.4, −6.5)
(− 1.1, −7.7, 212.2)
(− 4.6, −1.2, 5.7)
(− 96.9, −92.1, 67.1)
(− 1.0, −2.5, 1.5)
(0.8, 0.4, 1.8)
(− 7.2, 34.6, −3.4)
(− 20.9, 35.2, 19.3)
(30.7, −16.0, −17.8)
(− 230.0, −61.5, 153.2)
(16.1, 21.1, 13.2)
(7.8, 1.6, −7.6)
(5.0, 0.6, −0.1)
(8.0, −1.8, 17.9)
(− 7.2, 34.6, −3.4)
(11.2, −13.5, 30.3)
(5.6, 2.4, −2.1)
(21.5, 21.8, 14.0)
(− 12.7, −13.3, 23.3)
(− 2.1, −8.9, 2.8)
(0.9, −7.0, −0.1)
(151.9, −269.1, 1815.6)
(15.3, −7.1, 85.2)
(0.4, −2.9, 10.5)
(5.8, 4.2, −42.4)
(12.0, −28.9, −51.0)
(− 8.5, −33.9, −5.8)
(− 4.9, 0.3, −10.3)
(24.7, 19.4, 9.1)
(11.6, 4.9, 36.9)
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ID

I
I
A
A
I
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
I
I
I
I
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
I
A
A
A
I
A
I
A
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Location

Table 2. Properties of a sub-sample of the molecular clouds found in the interacting simulated galaxy. In order from the left- to right-hand panel, we show the clouds identification number, mass, volume, mass of
gas which is trapped in sink particles contained within the cloud if present, virial parameter, centre of mass position, velocity of the centre of mass, velocity dispersion, velocity dispersion coming from rotation,
specific angular momentum, angular velocity and the type of cloud where A, I, C indicate clouds associated with the arms, interarms and centre, respectively. The complete catalogue is provided in machine readable
form as supplemental material.
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Figure 4. Examples of clouds identified by SCIMES. On the left-hand panel, we show the H2 column density map of the region from which the cloud was
extracted. The inset shows the location of the region in the larger galactic context. The red isodensity contour identifies the cloud found by the algorithm. On
the right we show the same cloud in the XY, XZ, and YZ planes. We also indicate the locations of the sink particles using symbols colored by the sink age and
with sizes related to the stellar mass.

following sections that nuclear clouds stand out in velocity dispersion
and virial parameter as well. This then fits in this picture as the high
shear promotes higher velocity dispersion and could support larger
clouds against collapse.

In Fig. 6, we show the spatial distribution of clouds in the galaxy
coloured, respectively, by their size, velocity dispersion and virial
parameter. The difference of central clouds compared to disc clouds
is distinguishable here as well.
MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)
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3.3 Velocity dispersion
We calculate the velocity dispersion

1/2
2
i (v i − v com ) mi

,
σ =
i mi

(3)

where v i and mi are the velocities and masses of the Voronoi cells of
the cloud and v com is the velocity of its centre of mass. The sum is
extended over all cells within a cloud. We then derive the 1D velocity
dispersion:

1/2
σx2 + σy2 + σz2
.
(4)
σ1D =
3
This is closer to what is accessible with observations where we can
only measure the velocity dispersion along the line of sight. We show
the velocity dispersion distribution of the cloud population in Fig. 7.
We see here a bimodal distribution of the velocity dispersion; the
secondary peak is a set of clouds with very high-velocity dispersion.
This is associated with the pathological clouds that are produced
by the simulation, which are long-lived clouds that SNe can not
disrupt due to the lack of early feedback (see Section 5 here and
section 5 of Tress et al. 2020a). These objects are long-lived and
can grow considerably in mass since the feedback cannot halt the
collapse, therefore generating massive stellar clusters. They are
instead disrupted by cloud collisions eventually. Similar objects
appear quite commonly in analogous galaxy-scale ISM simulations
(e.g. Tasker & Tan 2009; Li et al. 2018; Armillotta et al. 2019).
MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)

This calculation includes all motions of the gas in the cloud,
including both turbulence and rotation. To see how important rotation
is in comparison to random motions, we estimate a rotational velocity
dispersion σrot by computing the angular momentum L of the clouds
(see Section 3.5) and finding the velocity dispersion of an analogous
mass distribution that would rotate as a solid body having the inferred
angular momentum. Specifically

1/2
2
i mi v rot,i

,
(5)
σrot =
i mi
where v rot,i = Ri ×  is the solid body velocity of the cell. Ri is
the position vector of the Voronoi cells of the cloud with respect to
the centre of mass and  = I−1 L is the angular velocity of the cloud
with inertial tensor I.
We show the ratio between the rotational velocity dispersion and
the total velocity dispersion σ rot /σ 1D in Fig. 8. We will discuss the
rotation of our cloud sample in detail in Section 3.5.
3.4 Virial parameter
The virial parameter of a cloud is defined as
2
Rcloud
5σ1D
,
(6)
GM
(see Bertoldi & McKee 1992). This parameter is used as an indication of whether a cloud is collapsing or dissolving. In particular
α vir ∝ Ekin /Epot , the ratio of kinetic to potential energy. It can be shown

αvir =
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Figure 5. In the top panels, we show the probability distribution function of the mass (left-hand panel) and size (right-hand panel) of the GMC population.
The solid black line refers to the complete set of clouds, while the cloud population associated with spiral arms, interarm region, nucleus and the isolated galaxy
are highlighted in different colours (see the legend in the top panels). The size distribution of the simulated GMC catalogue Rcloud is computed from the clouds’


volumes by assuming spherical shapes. The complementary cumulative distribution is shown in the bottom panels, where n(M > M ) (n(R > R )) denotes the
fraction of clouds with mass (size) greater than a given value.
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Figure 6. Identified clouds coloured based on their effective radius (top panel), their velocity dispersion (middle panel) and virial parameter (bottom panel).
The marker size is related to the cloud mass as in Fig. 2. We show the interacting galaxy on the left-hand panel and the isolated case at the same simulation time
on the right-hand panel.

that a Bonnort–Ebert sphere has α vir = 2.06, therefore this value is the
critical value for the stability of non-magnetized clouds and clouds
with α vir ࣠ 2 are considered to be collapsing. There are issues with
this definition, for instance, that clouds in free fall would generally

develop velocities from the collapse that raise their Ekin and bring the
value of α vir closer to unity, making the cloud appear to be stable even
though it clearly is not (Ibáñez-Mejı́a et al. 2016; Ballesteros-Paredes
et al. 2018). Moreover, the definition assumes spherical symmetry
MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)
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Figure 8. Distribution of the ratio between the velocity dispersion coming
from rotation (σ rot ) and the total velocity dispersion (σ ) for the GMCs
against their masses. A σ rot /σ value of 1 corresponds to clouds whose
only contribution to the velocity dispersion is given by rigid body rotation
(see equation 5) while the random motions are negligible, while a value
approaching 0 corresponds to clouds that exhibit little rotation compared
to their turbulence. The GMCs of the nucleus are shown in red. With the
gold-brown colour-map we show the resulting kernel density estimation
distribution.

MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)

for the clouds which is clearly an oversimplification (see Fig. 4).
A stability analysis of GMCs can therefore not solely rely on this
parameter. The mass used here M = Mcloud + Msink gas (see Table 2)
includes the mass in sink particles within the GMC as well, as they
contribute to the local gravitational energy and can influence the
stability of the region.
The virial parameter distribution of the cloud populations in the
different regions is shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 7 while the
dependence of α vir with the clouds mass is shown in Fig. 9. Compared
to observed structures (Kauffmann et al. 2013), the simulated GMCs
exhibit relatively high virial parameters for their masses, indicating
that most of the molecular gas here is gravitationally unbound.
Comparable galaxy-scale ISM simulations tend likewise to produce
predominantly unbound structures (e.g. Dobbs et al. 2011).
How can we explain this apparent disagreement with observation?
As explained in Section 1, the definition of a GMC is relatively
arbitrary and tends to pick out just a few isodensity levels in the
hierarchical structure of the molecular ISM. To get a clearer picture
of the dynamical state of the entirety of the cold phase, we analyse
the virial parameter of all the dendrogram structures of a particular
region. In Fig. 10, we show α vir of each structure as a function of its
threshold density in the dendrogram. In this way, we do not favour a
specific isodensity surface and can investigate at what typical density
the structures transition from a sub- to supercritical state.
We show the results for two regions of the interacting galaxy: the
binned average of α vir decreases as the density increases. This is, of
course, unsurprising, since it is expected that collapse occurs more
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Figure 7. Velocity dispersion and virial parameter distributions of the simulated GMC catalogue; σ cloud is the 1D velocity dispersion of the cloud by assuming
isotropic motions. The different cloud populations are depicted in different colours, consistent with our other figures. The cumulative distribution is shown in
the bottom panel. The different cloud populations are depicted in different colours, consistent with our other figures. The cumulative distribution is shown in
the bottom panel. The grey band is the region where α vir < 2, where the virial analysis suggests that the structures are collapsing. Note that the majority of the
clouds are close to the critical value, and gravitationally unbound GMCs are clearly favoured.

GMCs in a simulated M51-like galaxy

easily in higher density regions. The density where the average value
of the virial parameter falls below the critical line is nH2 ∼ 102 cm−3 .
We have to highlight, however, that the scatter of α vir is considerable
and it is possible to find highly unbound structures even at higher
densities.
At densities exceeding the sink particle formation density threshold, gas only survives if it is highly gravitationally unbound or did not
have enough time to be swallowed by a sink particle. This explains
why the data points in this area are scarcer and seem to break from
the general decreasing trend. It is, however, still interesting to see
that even at those densities highly sub-critical structures exist.
One caveat is that we did this analysis for only a few regions.
Visual inspection of other such regions, however, suggests similar
behaviour. It remains an interesting exercise to study systematically
the behaviour of α vir as a function of galactic environment.
The bottom panel of Fig. 10 shows the virial parameter density
dependence for a region close to the galactic centre. Comparing the
trend of α vir to the region farther out in the galaxy disc (top panel),
we notice that generally the distribution is shallower and shifted to
higher values. This would be expected for a more turbulent and shear
dominated region. We leave a more thorough systematic investigation
of this statement for future work.

Figure 10. The virial parameter of structures defined by various molecular isodensity surfaces as a function of molecular density for two different regions in
the simulated interacting galaxy, one far out in a spiral arm (top panel) and one close to the nucleus (bottom panel). We derive the position-space dendrogram
(middle panel) of the region shown in the left-hand panel; for each structure of the dendrogram, we show its virial parameter as a point in the right-hand panel
at the density threshold of the structure. The orange line is the binned average of the data and the blue band the ±1σ deviation from that. For comparison, in the
bottom panel, we also show (dashed line) the running average of the region shown in the top panel. The grey band defines collapsing structures based on a virial
analysis, while the hatched region shows where the density exceeds the threshold for sink particle creation.

MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)
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Figure 9. Mass-virial parameter distribution of the clouds in the interacting
galaxy. In the grey-shaded region, clouds are considered to be gravitationally
bound and collapsing by a simple virial analysis, while clouds above the
critical value of α vir = 2 are normally considered to be unbound. The GMCs
of the nucleus are shown in red. With the gold-brown colour-map, we show
the resulting kernel density estimation distribution.
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Having a clearer view now of α vir of the molecular gas in all
density regimes, we can see that the picture of GMCs being objects
in virial equilibrium is rather simplistic; the real ISM might exhibit a
more complex structure and variety in internal energies. So why
is it that clouds are observationally often found to be close to
virialized? One reason is because even collapsing clouds develop
velocities that make them look like they are virialized; another
reason is survival bias: clouds with too extreme virial parameters are
short-lived. A third reason is selection bias: since we only observe
regions where CO becomes bright, we miss the envelopes of clouds,
which lower the clouds’ virial parameters. This last point explains
the difference of the simulated clouds to observed populations, as
we select GMCs using the actual H2 density and therefore include
even the CO dark gravitationally unbound envelopes. A similar
conclusion was reached by Duarte-Cabral & Dobbs (2016) where
clouds from the simulation of Dobbs (2015) were analysed in H2 and
CO, finding that CO traces only the more gravitationally bound parts
of clouds. At densities around nH2  102 cm−3 where molecular
hydrogen becomes CO bright (Clark et al. 2019), we agree with the
observations in finding that the average structure has α vir  2 (see
Fig. 11). But this should not be confused for a distinctive feature of
molecular clouds, but rather a coincidence among the large range of
α vir among structures selected at different densities (Beaumont et al.
2013).
Relative to the total molecular gas, the mass and volume fraction
of supercritical structures is comparatively low (see Figs 12 and
13). Given the physical conditions simulated here, we find therefore
that most structures are gravitationally unbound and only a small
percentage of the molecular gas is bound. For the region displayed
in the top panel of Fig. 10 the volume(mass) fraction of bound gas is
0.033(0.15) while for the region in the bottom panel it is 0.012(0.061).
Since only gravitationally bound and collapsing structures could lead
to star formation, the low fractions of supercritical molecular gas
imply a necessarily low SFE. This is observed in the simulation (see
fig. 21 of Tress et al. 2020a, where depletion times of the molecular
gas are ∼5 × 108 yr) as well as in galaxy observations in general.
This suggests therefore that the low galactic SFE is set at the cloud
scale.
MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)

Figure 12. Volume and total gas mass fractions of structures lowest in
the hierarchy of the dendrogram (i.e. least dense) having and containing
only structures with a virial parameter lower than a given value. These
fractions are computed against the total volume/gas mass of the molecular
gas, i.e. the gas with nH2 > 1 cm−3 which is the ISM considered for the
dendrogram construction. The vertical line emphasizes α vir = 2, indicating
structures which are generally collapsing. About 10 per cent of the mass and
a few per cent of the volume is occupied by molecular gas in this condition.

Figure 13. H2 column densities of a given region in the interacting galaxy.
The location of the region is shown in the top left-hand insert. We constructed
and analysed the dendrogram of this region and highlight with a red colormap
all the structures lowest in the hierarchy of the dendrogram (i.e. least dense)
having and containing only structures with α vir < 2.

3.5 Rotation
It has long been suggested that GMCs rotate (Kutner et al. 1977; Blitz
1993; Phillips 1999), but it is still unclear whether cloud rotation is
dynamically important. Observations suggest that rotational energy
is only a small fraction compared to gravitational energy of clouds
and so cannot provide any meaningful support against collapse
(Rosolowsky et al. 2003; Braine et al. 2018, 2020). In general,
rotational periods seem to always exceed estimated cloud life times.
Environmental variations can, however, be significant. Clouds in
M51 have, for instance, been observed to have three times the specific
angular momentum compared to clouds in M33 (Braine et al. 2020).
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Figure 11. Here, we walked the dendrogram of a given region and analysed
the lowest structures in the hierarchy of the dendrogram (i.e. least dense)

with α vir < α , only containing structures which fulfill the same criterion (see
Fig. 13 to visualize how these structures look like). In this graph, we show
the density distribution for such structures. The black line is the distribution
for such structures with α vir < 2 which is commonly accepted to denote
gravitationally bound and collapsing regions.

GMCs in a simulated M51-like galaxy

The origin of this rotation is also under debate. Most clouds are
found to have angular momentum vectors aligned with the plane of
the galaxy, supporting the idea that the spin of GMCs is imparted
from the galactic rotation curve. Moreover, the preferred direction
being prograde with the disc rotation, it is believed that it is the orbital
rotation that dictates spin direction. In particular, in a differentially
rotating disc, the shear generated by a rising rotation curve will
produce prograde clouds by gravitational contraction (Mestel 1966).
Of course, local turbulence (generated for instance by feedback)
has no preferred direction and spinning eddies can be generated
regardless of the angular momentum of the disc. The interaction of the
ISM with spiral shocks, on the other hand, can establish systematic
retrograde vorticity generation (Chernin & Efremov 1995). This has
been invoked to explain the higher fraction of retrograde clouds
in the spiral arms of M51 (Braine et al. 2020). In the Milky Way
and in external galaxies about 30–40 per cent of clouds are actually
counterrotating such that the simple top-down formation scenario of
clouds cannot solely account for cloud formation (see also Imara &
Blitz 2011; Imara, Bigiel & Blitz 2011).
We compute the specific angular momentum
jcloud = |L|/Mcloud

of the clouds in our catalogue where L = i mi r i × v i is the angular
momentum computed over the grid cells contained within the cloud
with respect to their centre of mass. We show the distribution of jcloud
in Fig. 14. The clouds in our simulated galaxy have a typical value
of jcloud  20 km s−1 pc and reach peak values up to 104 km s−1
pc. Again there is no evident difference between the clouds of the
arm and the interarm region, and also the isolated galaxy produces a
comparable distribution.

Only the clouds of the central region clearly exhibit a different
distribution; here, clouds are generally fast rotators and their typical
specific angular momentum is more than an order of magnitude
greater than disc clouds. Here, shearing forces are higher and changes
in the galactic rotation velocity curve are significant for scales
comparable to the size of a molecular cloud. During gravitational
collapse, this high shear is then directly translated into rotation of
the GMC.
To compare the energies in rotational modes compared to the
general velocity dispersion of clouds, in Fig. 8, we show the rotational
to total velocity dispersion ratio σ rot /σ (see Section 3.3 for the
definition of σ rot ). On average, the rotational velocities constitute
about 40 per cent of the total velocity dispersion, but in extreme
cases, all of the velocity dispersion comes from rotation. This is,
to be sure, in part a consequence of the insufficient resolution to
properly resolve the turbulent cascade within clouds, which results
in an excessive power in large scale rotational modes. On the other
hand, though, some of our extreme clouds suffer from inefficient
feedback which is unable to disrupt the GMC. The massive sink
particles that tend to form in such a situation create long-lived,
centrally peaked gravitational fields that are prone to form rotating
discs due to dissipation, even though the bulk of our clouds do not
suffer from such a problem.
If GMCs really are the emerging structures of the turbulent
cascade, then it is actually not surprising to find that cloud rotation
is significant compared to other internal motions. In particular, it is
expected from a direct energy cascade that the most power resides in
the largest modes.
We investigate in Fig. 15 how the rotation correlates with the mass
of the cloud and we see a power-law trend of the specific angular
momentum of clouds with increasing masses. The increase in jcloud
with mass is consistent with a roughly constant angular velocity of
the clouds with mass (bottom panel of Fig. 15). This is suggestive of
a top-down formation scenario of GMCs where local shear from the
rotation curve plays a major role in driving the rotation as opposed
to a bottom-up agglomeration of small clouds in a turbulent medium
where instead larger clouds would have a lower chance of having a
net rotation.
Observations show positive exponents as well, but compared to
M51, our simulation produces a steeper dependence and in general
higher values of rotation. We also tried to detach the specific angular
momentum from the definition of a GMC and instead in Fig. 16,
we inspected jcloud of isodensity contours as a function of nH2 in a
region of the interacting galaxy. There is a general trend of increasing
specific angular momentum at lower isodensity levels. This comes
plausibly from the large-scale shear generated by the rotation curve
of the galaxy. A few hierarchical structures in the region shown have
high jcloud all the way to the highest density level, i.e. the rotation is
dominated by a massive and dense accretion disc-like structure. This
can be seen in Fig. 16 from the entries with almost constant jcloud ∼
103 km s−1 pc at all density levels.
To study the direction of GMC rotation in our simulations, we
selected clouds that had a substantial rotation contribution to their
total velocity dispersion, i.e. clouds with σ rot /σ > 0.5, to eliminate the
noise of turbulence dominated clouds and slow rotators. Moreover,
we excluded clouds with low masses (Mcloud < 5 × 104 M ) for which
the local turbulence is more important in regulating their rotation
than the galactic shear. In Fig. 17, we show the distribution of the
angles between the angular momentum vector of those clouds and
the galaxy. We find that the majority of the clouds are co-rotating
with the disc, but the distribution is quite flat with a considerable
fraction of retrograde and perpendicular clouds. It is interesting
MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)
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Figure 14. Distribution of specific angular momenta jcloud of the simulated
GMC catalogue. The different cloud populations are depicted in different
colours, consistent with our other figures. The cumulative distribution is
shown in the bottom panel.
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to notice that the interacting galaxy produces a higher fraction of
counter-rotating clouds (∼30 per cent) compared to the isolated case
(∼10 per cent). Braine et al. (2020) found a higher retrograde cloud
fraction in the arms of the observed M51 galaxy connecting the origin
of the counterrotation to spiral arm passage. Here, however, there is
no apparent increase in counter-rotating clouds in the arms (see also
Fig. 18). A possible contribution to the increase of counter-rotating
clouds is the warp in the disc that the companion galaxy induces
as the orbital plane of the two galaxies does not coincide with the

Figure 17. Distribution of the angle between the angular momentum vector
of the clouds and the whole galaxy. We only selected rotation dominated
clouds with σ rot /σ > 0.75 and excluded low mass (Mcloud < 5 × 104 M )
clouds for which the local turbulence is likely responsible for their rotation. A
value of 0 denotes clouds completely co-rotating with the galactic disc, while
counter-rotating clouds will have θ = 180◦ . The different cloud populations
are depicted in different colours, consistent with other figures. The cumulative
distribution is shown in the bottom panel.

plane of the disc. The angular momentum from the encounter could
perhaps cascade down to GMC scales and contribute to their rotation
direction.
The interaction alters the inclination of GMCs mostly in the
outskirts of the galaxy where the forces are greatest, while towards the
centre the population stays predominantly co-rotating (see Fig. 18).
Moreover, in this region, shearing forces are greatest so it is not

Figure 16. Similar to Fig. 10 but here we explore the specific angular momentum of isodensity contours.

MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)
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Figure 15. Top panel: Mass-specific angular momentum distribution of the
clouds in the interacting galaxy. We show the fits to the observations of
M51 and M33 galaxies for comparison. Bottom panel: mass-rotation period
distribution of the GMCs. The clouds of the nucleus are highlighted in
red. With the gold-brown colour-map, we show the resulting kernel density
estimation distributions.
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Figure 19. Mass-size distribution of the cloud population for the interacting
simulated galaxy. The clouds of the nucleus are highlighted in red. With the
gold-brown colour-map, we show the kernel density estimation distribution
given the mass and size values of GMCs. The clouds follow a nearly constant
density distribution (solid line) rather than a constant column-density (dashed
line).

surprising that here turbulence is unable to produce strongly counterrotating structures.

3.6 Scaling relations
We analyse here the emerging scaling relations of our simulations. In
Fig. 19, we show the mass–size relation where the mass and the size
of the GMCs are defined as described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Larson
(1981) first found a relation of the type M ∝ R2 that suggested that
clouds may have constant mass surface density. This, however, was
most likely an observational bias. For our cloud catalogue we find
that GMCs span a wide range in surface densities (see Fig. 20) and
the relation that we find is rather suggestive of a M ∝ R3 type relation,
i.e. constant volume density rather than constant surface density.
We have to stress, however, that this is likely an artificial result
arising from the cloud finding algorithm, which assumes a given volume density threshold to start evaluating the dendrogram as described

Figure 20. Surface density distribution of the simulated GMC catalog.
Here, the surface density is derived from the clouds masses M and their
size R according to  = M/(πR2 ). The different cloud populations are
depicted in different colours, consistent with our other figures. The cumulative
distribution is shown in the bottom panel.

by Ballesteros-Paredes, D’Alessio & Hartmann (2012). The average
density that the mass–size relation suggests is ρ ∼ 7 × 10−23 g cm−3
which corresponds approximately to nH2 ∼ 10 cm−3 . This is close
enough to the threshold density of nH2 ,min = 1 cm−3 used by SCIMES
such that we cannot rule out a bias from the cloud finding method.
In Fig. 21, we show the emerging size-velocity dispersion relation.
Clouds in virial equilibrium at constant surface densities would
MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)
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Figure 18. Positions of the GMCs as identified by the cloud-finding algorithm coloured by their specific angular momentum (left-hand side panel) and their
inclination with respect to the inclination of the disc (right-hand side panel). Here, green clouds are counterrotating and red clouds are co-rotating with the
galaxy. On the right hand side panel, we only show clouds with a substantial rotation component, i.e. σ rot /σ > 0.5.
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4 C L O U D S I N T H E G A L AC T I C E N V I RO N M E N T
Figure 21. Size-velocity dispersion distribution of the clouds in the interacting galaxy. Symbols and colours are analogous to Fig. 19. The solid line
1/2
shows σcloud ∝ Rcloud dependency, typical of virialized structures at constant
column density.

Figure 22. Heyer et al. (2009) relation for the interacting galaxy cloud
population. Symbols and colours are analogous to Fig. 19. The dashed line
indicates clouds at virial equilibrium while the dotted line assumes clouds in
free fall.

follow a power-law type relation with an exponent of 1/2. We find
a steeper slope for the extracted simulated clouds and large scatter.
If the third Larson relation (i.e. constant surface density) does not
hold, a dependence of the form σ ∝  1/2 is introduced as well in the
first Larson relation (see Heyer et al. 2009). This is often invoked to
explain the large scatter of observed size-linewidth relation of some
regions. For the synthetic cloud catalogue, we see a great variety
in  cloud and, if we include the surface density dependance, we do
approximately retrieve the observed slope for the bulk of our GMCs
(Fig. 22). Other numerical studies of GMCs in a galactic environment
come to similar conclusions (see, for instance, Nickerson, Teyssier &
Rosdahl 2019, in particular their fig. 14).
Moreover, we saw in Section 3.4 that the picture of GMCs as
virialized objects is rather simplistic and it is therefore misleading to
derive scaling relations based on this assumption. The exponents in
the size-linewidth power-law relation can vary widely for different
targets and, for instance, in M51 no or a weak relation of the linewidth
with clouds sizes is observed Colombo et al. (2014). A similar powerMNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)

Spiral arms have always been seen as a major trigger for SF as most
molecular gas and SF tracers are observed to be correlated with
these galactic scale structures. Correlation does not imply causality
however, and it has been shown in some instances that spiral arms can
act as a snowplow rather than as a trigger (Kim, Kim & Ostriker 2020;
Tress et al. 2020a). In this sense, other galactic parameters such as
gas fractions, surface densities and local shear are more important in
setting the molecular gas properties. The presence of spiral arms will
then just change the distribution of GMCs within the disc without
significantly affecting their general properties. This has been evident
by the analysis of the general structure of the molecular gas and the
SF of these simulations in a previous paper (Tress et al. 2020a), and
is emerging from our study of the GMCs in these simulations as well.
The distribution functions of mass, size, velocity dispersion, and
specific angular momentum of the cloud populations of the arms are
virtually indistinguishable from those of the interarm clouds. DuarteCabral & Dobbs (2016) find that the bulk properties of clouds in their
galaxy simulations are also similar for the arm and interarm regions,
but the tails of some distributions show differences. We also see that,
excluding central GMCs, the most massive clouds are associated
with the spiral arms (see the tail of the mass distribution in Fig. 5),
but are still statistically in agreement with belonging to the same
distribution if we consider Poisson noise.
Moreover, the galaxy interaction itself seems to be of little
importance in shaping GMCs, as their properties are very similar
to those in the galaxy in isolation. Pettitt et al. (2018) find that
for an interacting galaxy comparable to the one presented here,
more massive clouds are produced in association with the spiral
arms if compared to an isolated galaxy simulation. Their resolution,
however, is insufficient to resolve sub-structures in GMCs and here
we see that the large GMC structures associated with the arms can
be subdivided into a variety of smaller clouds that still follow the
same mass function as for the rest of the disc. Moreover, Pettitt et al.
(2020) find no change in global cloud properties when performing
disc galaxy simulations with different grand design spirals. This
would then be an indication that our results are case specific but
could be valid to some extent for a different morphology of the spiral
arms as well.
The interaction could however have some importance in determining the rotation direction of clouds, as we observe more
retrograde clouds in the interacting simulation. In general, some
GMC properties could depend more strongly on galactic environment
than others, and in particular rotation and aspect ratios are sensitive
to the local shear (Jeffreson et al. 2020). Changes induced by the
galaxy interaction are then more evident for those parameters than,
for instance, for cloud masses.
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law relation can also emerge from a turbulent medium, with the slope
determined by the inertial cascade (Kritsuk, Lee & Norman 2013).
The structures identified in our simulated galaxies seem mostly
gravitationally unbound (see Figs 7 and 9) and this is reflected in the
bulk of our identified GMCs lying above the Heyer relation (Fig. 22).
Even so, the slope remains close to that inferred for virialized
structures. This indicates that gravitationally driven turbulence is
likely substantially contributing to the velocity structure in the clouds,
as such motions can mimic virialization.
For a subset of clouds, to which also the nuclear GMCs belong,
the slope is considerably steeper than the Heyer relation slope. Here,
other factors are most likely dominant in driving the turbulence in
the clouds, such as galactic shear.

GMCs in a simulated M51-like galaxy
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In contrast to our findings, observations of the M51 system show
a difference in the GMC population of spiral arms and interarm
regions (Colombo et al. 2014). The difference is mainly evident in
the masses, where clouds in the arms are generally more massive than
interarm clouds. The authors attribute this difference to the action of
the spiral arms on cloud formation and evolution. We note, however,
that the available resolution of the data was considerably lower than
what we used to identify clouds. This shows also in the much smaller
typical mass of clouds in our simulation compared to the observed
ones. The smoothing of the data will blend separate structures into
one, which results in more massive objects in a crowded region like
a spiral arm. This could explain the disagreement with our results.
We plan to perform synthetic observations to compare the extracted
clouds more closely with the observations in a follow-up study.
The central regions of the simulated galaxy, on the other hand,
seem to produce clouds that evidently belong to a separate GMC
population. Galaxy centres are extreme environments, with high
surface densities and extreme shearing forces from the differential
rotation. It is therefore not surprising that this is reflected in the
evolution of GMCs. We see in Fig. 23 that there is a progressive shift
towards more massive clouds for smaller galactic radii. Comparing
this to Fig. 5, we can see that in our simulations these environmental
conditions are not sufficiently different between arm and interarm
region to affect the formation and evolution of GMCs, but change
progressively as we approach more central regions. We can see in
Fig. 24 that indeed the stellar surface density variation as a function
of galactic radius is much higher than for the arm and interarm
regions. A similar conclusion can be reached by looking at the shear.
We define the local shear of the galaxy in two dimensions by using
projected quantities. We use the parameter




∂vx
∂vx
∂vy 2
∂vy 2
+
−
+
,
(7)
τ2 =
∂y
∂x
∂x
∂y
which is the magnitude of the eigenvalues of the traceless part of
the strain tensor which gives a description of the local shear. Here
v i is the mass-weighted mean velocity in the plane of the galaxy.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 24, we show the mass-weighted average
of τ in each radial(angular) bin as a function of galactic radius
R (azimuthal angle θ ). Contrary to the stellar surface density, the
variation of the shear as a function of θ at a given R is comparable
to the radial variation. However, there is no strong correlation with
the spiral arms as in the interarm regions large shear can arise from
SN driven bubbles. There is instead a clear trend of increasing shear

Figure 24. Stellar surface density (top panel) and mass-weighted average of
the shear, as defined in the main text, (bottom panel) of the interacting galaxy
as a function of galactic radius (green line) and as a function of azimuthal
angle at R = 5 kpc (black line).

with decreasing R owing to the galactic rotation. This supports our
thesis that the shear plays a greater role in determining the properties
of clouds than the morphological presence of a spiral arm. Future
work should investigate the correlation of cloud properties not to
special places in the galaxy, but to the local physical conditions such
as shear, mid-plane pressure and surface densities (see, for instance,
Jeffreson & Kruijssen 2018).

5 C AV E AT S
We use this section to discuss the possible implications of the physical
ingredients that were not accounted for in the simulations. These are
early stellar feedback (such as ionizing radiation and stellar winds)
and magnetic fields.
SN feedback alone can produce an ISM with reasonable mass
and volume fractions in the different thermal phases (Gatto et al.
2015) such that we do not expect the large-scale behaviour of the
gas to change significantly if early feedback would be included.
As we approach cloud scales and GMC dynamics, however, the
effect of early feedback can become substantial (Geen et al. 2015).
We observe this in our simulations with the presence of what
we call ‘pathological’ clouds, which are massive, long-lived and
MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)
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Figure 23. Cumulative mass distribution of the cloud catalogue for different
radial bins.
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6 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D S U M M A RY
We used the set of simulations presented in Tress et al. (2020a) to
study the nature of the cold molecular ISM in the context of an
interacting galaxy. These were galaxy-scale calculations performed
with the hydrodynamic moving-mesh code AREPO. They include
important GMC physics such as a time-dependent chemical network
that follows H2 and CO formation and destruction, star formation
through sink particles, and SN feedback. They reach sub-parsec
resolution in the densest parts of the ISM on scales of an entire
galaxy, which is self-consistently evolved throughout the entire timeframe of the interaction. These simulations are therefore particularly
useful to study the influence and the effect that galaxy dynamics has
on the properties of the molecular phase of the ISM. We focused in
particular on the statistical analysis of the emerging GMC population.
We constructed the dendrogram of the three-dimensional molecular gas distribution. We then used the python package SCIMES to
extract molecular clouds at different density levels from a fixed
point in time of the simulation. We presented the properties of the
structures found in different environments, including their masses,
sizes, velocity dispersions, virial parameters, and rotation.
We can summarize our conclusions as follows:
(i) Despite the interacting galaxy developing prominent spiral
arm structures in our model, it does not display the difference
in mass function of GMCs of the arm compared to the interarm
MNRAS 505, 5438–5459 (2021)

region found in observations. We do, however, see clear differences
in molecular cloud properties in the central region of the galaxy,
where environmental variables such as shear and surface density
have substantially higher values. Our high-resolution maps used
to identify clouds enable us to disentangle individual structures
in crowded regions such as spiral arms. In contrast, observations
at lower resolution and projection effects tend to merge multiple
structures, thus introducing bias in the analysis. Our simulations
therefore suggest that the structure and dynamics of the molecular
ISM is determined by environmental factors such as local shear and
mid-plane gravitational forces and surface densities. If the spiral
arm cannot significantly alter these conditions, the molecular gas
properties remain invariant.
(ii) The cold molecular phase of the ISM is a highly dynamic
environment, and GMCs, which are the emerging structures of this
phase, reflect this. They exhibit a large range of virial parameters
α vir , as is expected for a turbulent medium where the energy injection
mechanism is not fully coupled to the gravitational energy of the gas.
The picture of molecular clouds being virialized objects is therefore
misleading and likely the result of observational and selection biases,
as a more dynamic and rich picture emerges if we consider the CO
dark envelopes of GMCs as well. We show that, at densities where
clouds tend to become CO bright, the average structure shows α vir
∼ 1, but considering molecular structures at different density levels
we can instead find a large spread in α vir . Virial analysis shows that
only about 10 per cent of the total mass of molecular gas is in a
gravitationally bound state that only contains bound structures. The
low star formation efficiency of the ISM may well result largely from
this low fraction.
(iii) We find in our simulations that clouds do not have near
constant surface density , as would be suggested by Larson’s
scaling relations, but rather span several orders of magnitude in
, similar to the findings of more recent observations that probe
larger dynamic ranges (e.g. Hughes et al. 2013; Leroy et al. 2015;
Duarte-Cabral et al. 2020).
(iv) In our model we find clouds where rotation makes a substantial
contribution to their total velocity dispersion. Most of them are
prograde with respect to the disc, suggesting that the large-scale
galactic rotation provides angular momentum at cloud formation
through local shear. We find that the interaction with a companion
galaxy alters the fraction of prograde clouds, suggesting that some
of the orbital angular momentum of the companion cascades down
to GMC formation.
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often rapidly rotating dense agglomerations of gas which cannot be
disrupted by SN feedback alone. With a proper pre-conditioning of
the ISM by early feedback, these clouds would evolve differently. But
even for more well-behaved clouds in our simulations, the evolution
could differ substantially if winds and ionizing radiation would have
been considered (Rogers & Pittard 2013), in particular for later stages
in the lifetime of the cloud. A general trend to be expected is for
clouds to have shorter lifetimes. This could affect clouds during their
passage through spiral arms and contribute to a difference in cloud
statistics in the arm compared to the interarm region. A massive
cloud that in our simulations would survive spiral arm passage and
could then be found in the interarm region, with early feedback the
same cloud would potentially have been disrupted earlier.
Magnetic fields can also have an effect on the cloud population
which may depend significantly on the environment. In general, the
magnetic field is stronger in the presence of spiral arms (Beck 2015;
Shanahan et al. 2019; Reissl et al. 2020) and so it could be the driver
for inducing a difference in cloud population statistics here. The
effect of the magnetic fields varies, however, for different gas density
regimes and the influence is stronger for the diffuse atomic than for
the molecular phase (Soler et al. 2020, 2021). We therefore do not
expect large differences in the dynamics of the dense gas (Padoan &
Nordlund 1999; Crutcher et al. 2010; Bertram et al. 2012) although
they will affect certain observational signatures.
We stress that this work is intended as a numerical experiment and
not an attempt to faithfully reproduce the natural world. It is rather a
useful exercise to learn how the system reacts to certain conditions
and physical ingredients. By comparing to real observational data
and assessing similarities and differences it gives insight to what
elements play fundamental roles in determining observed properties.
A simulation which would include all of the physics would have
a limited scientific advantage as it would obscure the effect of
individual physical ingredient on the phenomenon under study. We
plan to gradually include further physical processes to explore their
effect in a series of future projects. The results presented here will
then represent a baseline to compare to.
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Compiling a cloud catalogue for a given snapshot is computationally
expensive enough that we could not afford to extract the clouds
for every simulation snapshot. This raises the question, however,
whether our results are valid throughout the evolution of the galaxy.
It could be argued, for instance, that the spiral arms of the galaxy

Figure A2. Similar to Fig. 5, we show here the mass distribution of the clouds
identified in the interacting galaxy at a simulation time of t = 444.1 Myr. We
show the structures attributed to the centre, the arm, and the interarm region
as well as the total mass distribution of the cloud catalogue at this time (solid
black line). For comparison, we also show the mass distribution of the clouds
identified at an earlier time snapshot, used and described in the main text of
this work (dotted black line).

Figure A1. Same as Fig. 6 but for the interacting galaxy simulation at a later
time. The position of the companion galaxy, which is modelled as a single
massive particle, is shown as the big black filled circle in the three panels.
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at the time chosen for the main analysis are dynamically young and
still in the process of developing. The gas could then not have had
enough time to leave the freshly formed arms which could be the
cause for the small difference in cloud properties between arm and
interarm regions that we observed and described in the main body
of this work. This might be especially valid for the outer parts of the
disc where the rotation periods are long. To address this, we extracted
here the clouds of a second snapshot at a later stage of the simulation
(t = 444.1 Myr). The configuration of the simulated galaxy and the
companion at this time corresponds to the one of the M51 system
which our model was designed to roughly reproduce. We defined the
spiral arm, interarm region and nucleus in the same way as described
in the main text (see Section 2.3).
We show in Fig. A1 the locations of the clouds found coloured
by their size, velocity dispersion, and virial parameter overlaid to
the H I column density of the galaxy. Moreover, in Fig. A2, we look
at the mass distribution of the clouds. A total of 1167 clouds were
found, a considerable smaller amount with respect to the snapshot
at t = 217.1 Myr. This is to be attributed to the gas depletion due to
the intense SF as well as a slightly higher number of massive clouds
compared to earlier times.
If we compare the solid to the dotted line in Fig. A2, we see
indeed a small deviation at the high-mass end, suggesting that the
interaction scenario might slightly favour more massive clouds as
the merger progresses. The difference, however, is relatively small.
In the main text, we argued that the spiral arms were acting more
as a snow-plow rather than triggering new cloud formation. In this
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APPENDIX A: DIFFERENT TIMES

GMCs in a simulated M51-like galaxy
sense, they mainly collected the clouds from the interarm regions
without substantially affecting their properties. The same conclusion
can be drawn from this snapshot as the cloud population of the
interarm is very similar to the arm clouds. Only the central regions
seem to be systematically of higher mass.
We also selected a few random patches of the interacting galaxy
at different times and identified the clouds there. We compared the
key properties of those clouds found to the cloud catalogue of the
main snapshot analysed. No major differences were detected in the
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cloud populations. No major changes were expected as the galactic
conditions and the star formation differed only slightly during the
time period considered (see fig. 15 of Tress et al. 2020a). This
confirms that our conclusions are not the result of a particular choice
of time, but are general for the type of galaxy and environmental
conditions.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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